To prevent any misconceptions and to ensure smooth processing of your delivery within
legal terms we ask for you to follow our instructions as listed below:

Requirements when preparing the product:
Please do not use Styrofoam Boxes or cartons without the appropriate lid when shipping
goods to axicorp.
All product is to be packaged according to its individual storage and shipping conditions.
Products which are not stricktly required for (2 to 8°C) or (15 to 25°C) could be packed
and labeled with sticker 2-25 °C.
Cool Products: (2-8°C)
Should the product ordered from you include goods which are required to be stored and
distributed exclusively at temperatures between 2°C and 8°C we ask you to pack these
separately (separate package) and label this pallet with sticker 2°C to 8°C.
Other Products: (15-25 °C)
Only combine half pallets of mixed goods (ambient product combined) into one, when
storage and distribution requirements are compatible (2 °C to 25°C or 15°C to 25°C). If it
is possible to combine, please label this pallet/package with the sticker 15°C to 25°C.

Labeling of packages
Please mark your shipments with your company name or attach packing lists on the outside
of each package/palette, so they can be easily identified.

In addition, packages are to be labeled according to their storage and distributing
requirements. Please use the stickers as shown here and attach them visibly on the outside
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of the package (one sticker per package/palette only). These stickers are being provided
by axicorp in adequate quantities and can be re-ordered from us any time.
Labeling with stickers:

Keep COOL
between
+2° AND +8°C

red: Keep Cool between +2°C and
+8°C

Keep AMBIENT
betwen
+2° AND +25°C

purple: Keep Ambient between +2°C and
+25°C

Keep AMBIENT
between
+15° AND +25°C

blue: Keep Ambient between +15°C and
+25°C

You are allowed to use your own stickers if they match the same specification as above!

If you need any further information please do not hesitate to contact us.

Phone: +49 6172 4999-426
Mail: transportlogistik@axicorp.de
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